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Description: A rubric designed to provide a framework or tool for students to reflect on their strengths in the four foundations necessary for success which include persistence, organisation, confidence and getting along with others.

How could I use it? ☑ To assess knowledge or performance against the four foundations for success.
☒ To make explicit for students what skills they need to develop.
☒ To develop critical goals for short and long term planning.
☒ To identify areas where extra support may be needed.

Why should I use it? Rubrics can be used to:

• focus student goal setting
• involve students more closely in their assessment
• set explicit standards that students can understand
• develop students’ reflective skills.

When should I use it? ☑ It can be developed by the teacher and students at the beginning of a term.
☒ It can be used by a student at the end of a cooperative learning group activity or a unit of study, each term or the year.
☒ Students can reflect on their progress regularly and support each other.
How do I use it?

Discuss and identify with students the four foundations necessary for success which include persistence, organisation, confidence and getting along with others.